
www.mouse-free.com
1-877-902-2730

Mouse Free’s unique formula stops the entry of mice into your 
RV.  We stop mice and other pests from entering through the 
small holes and cavities on the under side of your motorhome 
or trailer.

Simply put, a lubricating non drip coating scented with 100% 
natural essential oils is applied to the entire undercarriage of 
your RV.  This provides two very unique ways to repel mice:

Canada and U.S patent pending on composition and process.

The product works so well at preventing mice from entering your trailer 
or motorhome, that we named our product The Expeller TM
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Please call for an appointment

essential oils are overwhelming to mice, and drive them away.

2.   The non drip oily coating is much too slippery to travel across.
The coating is impassable by any mouse, squirrel, or insect – 
even ants!  If it doesn’t have wings, we keep them out!

1.   Mice have a very acute sense of smell. The scent of natural
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Does your wife think 
mouse proo�ng is 
worth it?
She will say “ABSOLUTELY! It is the most 
important thing! I won’t step foot inside 
the RV until I know it is mouse-free! It 
also saves us hours of cleaning and 
disinfecting after we �nd mouse 
droppings. Not to mention the 
damage they can cause by 
chewing on the electrical wiring”.



 They become inviting targets for mice, squirrels and insects to take 

Rodents work their way in through holes made to accommodate water,

Among the top �ve RV insurance claims are damage caused by rodent 

up mouse droppings.

Trailers and motorhomes sit unattended for long periods when not in use.

over and claim as their own.

sewer, propane pipes and power lines underneath the motorhome.

infestations. The mice chew through electrical wires rubber and plastic 
hoses, completely disabling the motorhome.

Mice can carry disease. Hantavirus, a particularly dangerous 

disease  carried by deer mice, can be breathed in while cleaning  
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E�ective at killing mice
that made it inside

Does not prevent entry.
Considered inhumane. 

Does not prevent entry &
can kill pets/animals

Does not prevent entry * Known 
to California to cause cancer *

Scent only lasts a few weeks &
can be carried away

Will rust & falls out while driving
Di�cult to �nd accessholes

Scent only lasts a few weeks
End up using as nesting material

Will only work if you purchase
the treatment!

E�ective at killing mice
that made it inside

E�ective in small spaces

Works on very small scale

Works on very small scale

Works on very small scale

Prevents entry. Humane.
No trace to be seen!

Cotton Balls scented 
with peppermint

Poison

Moth Balls

Scented Dryer Sheets

Steel Wool stu�ed in
access holes

Mouse Trap
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